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Abstract

With the recent advent of LTE network, there has been increasing interest

in integration of D2D (Device-to-Device) communication into an LTE network.

The network-assisted D2D communication system is composed of three pro-

cesses : Discovery , D2D session establishment, D2D communication. In discov-

ery process, we base on one of the discovery processes proposed in conventional

researches, which has not taken service discovery process into consideration with

protocol design. There are needs to design protocol in this process and require-

ments to analyze and compare performance of the designed service discovery

processes in the device discovery. We design new service discovery methods and

protocols based on one of the conventional device discovery procedures and

evaluate performance comparison of the proposed methods with using novel

analysis model. In addition to the discovery process, only one system for D2D

session establishment is proposed based on the suggested device discovery model

and it does not include any specific protocol and performance analysis in con-

ventional works. It is required to be analyzed and compared with the other

potential methods in the D2D session establishment process. We propose sev-

eral novel methods including the traditional system with design of protocol at

each method and analyze performance of each method using unique mathemat-

ical modelings. By subdividing service discovery and D2D session establishment

procedure, we propose new overall network-assisted D2D communication sys-

tems and protocols including systems suggested in the traditional research by

combining the new proposed discovery methods with considering service dis-

covery process and the new classified methods of D2D session establishment
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procedure. We show protocols and signaling processes of the proposed systems

based on the LTE network and analyze its performance with novel mathemati-

cal modelings of proposed systems in terms of total resource overhead, loading

amount of the network, power consumption of D2D device, which have not been

suggested before. We can evaluate one of the proposed systems achieves better

performance than the others depending on target D2D service characteristics

and each performance comparison aspect.

Keywords: Device-to-Device system, Service discovery, D2D session establish-

ment, Performance analysis

Student Number: 2011-20797
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Chapter 1

Introduction

As more and more new mobile multimedia services are becoming available

to larger audiences, there is an ever increasing demand for higher data rate

wireless access. This demand is to be met with technologies under the scope of

IMT-Advanced, in releases of 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE), which can

significantly improve the spectrum efficiency and reduce transmission latency.

Further, a Hybrid network by integrating device-to-device communication into

LTE network is considered to further improve the network efficiency and pro-

vide some advantages, such as efficient radio resource usage and high spectrum

efficiency by establishing D2D links in same resource of LTE spectrum, low

delays and low power consumption with a direct physical communication in

local region, network off-loading using a single link in the D2D mode rather

than using both an uplink and a downlink resource when communicating via

the access point in the cellular mode.

D2D system integrated in LTE network consists of two steps, discovery

and D2D session establishment. Relative to conventional proposed D2D systems
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integrated LTE network, there is a need to specify these two steps with protocol

design and analyze performance of the specified schemes.

Discovery procedure is first step of the D2D system integrated in the LTE

network. It means that D2D devices discover the presence of their local peer

and the devices are identified as D2D candidates. There are several methods

of the network-assisted D2D discovery suggested in [1],[2] that D2D devices

discover other D2D devices in the proximity through each device transmits its

own beacon notifying itself before or after development of D2D session with the

aid of cellular network. However, there is no departmentalization and protocol

design of device discovery procedures with considering discovery of D2D service

and comparison analysis of the proposed D2D device discovery schemes with

adopting service discovery procedure.

Conventional researches do not consider service discovery procedures in

device discovery procedure so that every D2D peer, server, discovers its target

service after discovering a D2D peer in the proximity, client, and establishing

D2D link with the client. However, there is an probability that the target service

is not existed at the client after the server establishes D2D session with the

client. In this case, all procedures of D2D system, device discovery and D2D link

establishment, is treated as an unneedful process. On account of this problem,

considerable overhead in the process of discovering the target service in failure,

in conventional research, there is an increasing interest for service discovery

procedure integrated in the conventional device discovery process, which can

reduce overhead of needless D2D session establishment procedure when a D2D

peer discovers other D2D peers in the proximity for discovering its target service

but fails in discovering the service in them.

we propose several service discovery procedures with specified protocol

design based on one of the device discovery methods proposed in [1],[2]. And
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performance analysis and comparison of the proposed processes also be achieved

by using unique mathematical modelings for analysis.

In the procedure of establishment for D2D session, second step of the D2D

system integrated in LTE network, it leaves room for consideration that the

more methods and protocols for D2D session establishment could be suggested

and classified. And it also requires comparison analysis of the proposed methods

of developing D2D link.

D2D session establishment could be constituted of two steps, checking like-

lihood for forming D2D session and inquiring to set up the session. In [1] and

[2], it proposes one method for network-assisted D2D session establishment that

the role of the network is kept at a minimum, mainly to provide synchroniza-

tion signals to D2D device and dedicated section for D2D peer to check and

develop D2D session in distributed manner. However, there are not specified

protocols for this D2D session establishment method with aid of the network in

the method, we can design specified protocol and analyze performance based on

the method. And there is no departmentalization and protocol design of D2D

session establishment except for this method, we propose several new methods

for network-assisted D2D session establishment with protocol design based on

one of the proposed D2D device discovery schemes in [1]. And performance

analysis and comparison of the proposed processes also be achieved by using

unique mathematical modelings for analysis.

Based on one method in the proposed device discovery procedures at [1]

and [2], we propose and analyze several new schemes of the overall D2D system,

each of which consists of new methods and protocols of service discovery and

D2D session establishment.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section ’2’ we present

procedure of device discovery we base on and propose detailed methods of ser-
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vice discovery and D2D session establishment, present several D2D systems

constituted of the proposed discovery models and session establishment pro-

cedures according to D2D service type. In Section ’3’ we analyze performance

of the proposed D2D systems according to each D2D service type in terms

of total resource overhead , loading amount of an eNB, and D2D device power

consumption . Using this results, we evaluate performance of the proposed D2D

systems and compare the performance of the proposed models according to one

of the different performance factors. And we conclude this work in Section 4.
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Chapter 2

Device discovery procedure

As written at [1] and [2], A-priori scheme of peer discovery includes an

extreme method of D2D peer’s transmitting its own beacon periodically prior

to set up D2D link with aid of the network. The step 1 to 5 in the left figure (3.1)

describes this method with its protocol. First a D2D peer connects the network

and register its own identifier of device to its corresponding network entity so

that the network entity assigns the registering peer an alias identifier of its own

device included in its own beacon and a resource information for the peer to

transmit its beacon. And the network broadcasts all D2D devices registered

to the network entity information of relationship between the alias id of each

device for device discovery included in its beacon and the real identifier of the

corresponding device. After registered to the network and received information

of its own beacon from the network, each D2D device broadcasts periodically

its alias id by transmitting its beacon at the defined PUSCH resource and

time being allocated and controlled by the network. A D2D device is designed

to transmit its own beacon in RRC-IDLE state mode in LTE network, because
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there is no need for the D2D peer to aware proximity of other D2D devices with

connection of the LTE network. The D2D peer gets information about each alias

identifier of D2D peers in the proximity of the peer and its real identifier by

receiving its beacon and broadcasted data from the network successfully. In this

approach, the network does not participate device discovery process other than

assigning resources for D2D peers to send their beacons and alias identifiers to

D2D devices registered in the network.

There have been no suggestion about service information D2D peer pro-

vides and service discovery procedure in the peer discovery process. Integrating

service discovery process in the device discovery procedure would be helpful

to reduce considerable overhead in the process of discovering a target service

in failure, by omitting D2D session establishment in the conventional research

of D2D system integrated in the LTE network. And it can be implanted thor-

oughly in the process and useful to give efficiency and feasibility in area of

the network-assisted D2D system. We base on the device discovery method

and focus on specifying subdivided methods and protocols of service discovery

process, each of which is implanted in addition to the device discovery process.
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Chapter 3

Service discovery procedure

Service discovery based on the device discovery method are classified to

two methods with protocol design : 1. Discovery of service piggybacked on the

beacon for peer discovery 2. Discovery of service registered on the network

entity.

In discovery procedure of service piggybacked on the beacon for peer dis-

covery, the D2D beacon transmitted for peer discovery does not includes only

its own device identifier also service identifiers following the alias id of device

in its beacon. For this reason, service discovery coincides and proceeds with

device discovery procedure. What are described below are main procedures of

the service discovery we propose based on the device discovery process.

1)D2D initial discovery registration with service

2)Transmission of beacon for device and service discovery

3)Broadcasting D2D information by Network

First a D2D device connects the network and registers information of its de-

vice and services. Its corresponding network entity responds the device with in-
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Figure 3.1 The service discovery procedure

formation about configuration of beacon including device and service identifiers,

representing services the device has, using the device’s information registered

to the network. The configuration of beacon consists of two types explained

next paragraph: device-oriented format and service-oriented format.

In registration step, every alias identifier of device in its beacon is mapped

to its real device identifier of D2D device in the network entity. This relationship

between the alias identifier and the real device identifier of each D2D device is

broadcasted by an eNB having the corresponding D2D peer in its cell so that the

D2D device can know other real device identifiers in the proximity by decoding

their alias identifiers in their beacons and using the information of relationship

between the alias identifier and real device identifier in the broadcast signal

from the network.

In the device-oriented format case, each device’s beacon constitutes of its

alias identifier representing its own device and service identifiers representing
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services it has. Service identifier is made up of an unique bit composition among

all D2D application services D2D system can supports. In a D2D device’s beacon

for device discovery, the bit compositions of service identifiers, the device has,

follow directly the bit string of its alias identifier about device. It makes the

beacon size fluctuated according to service number of the D2D peer, so the

network is required to allocate resources dynamically to devices for transmitting

their beacons in order to decrease resource waste. The network dedicates a

resource section for a D2D peer to transmit its beacon for device and service

discovery. In the section, every D2D peer registering to the network is assigned

some partial resources of the section from the network in order to transmit

its beacon with its alias device identifier and its service identifiers for device

and service discovery. Each D2D device, notified information about its beacon

configuration and the partial resources to send its beacon from the network,

broadcast its own beacon with its device and service identifiers in a discovery

range controlled by the network. And a device, discovering an arbitrary D2D

peer which has a target service, detects other D2D device’s beacon and decode

its identifier of device and services it can support. And service discovery is

completed if the device find one having the target service. All of the procedures

proceed without RRC-CONNECTED state mode in the LTE network.

In the service-oriented format case, each service is assigned a different ded-

icated section of resources for beacon transmission from the network where

every D2D peer having the service broadcasts periodically its beacon for device

discovery. The network allocates a D2D peer, registering information about its

device and services, some partial resources in each of the different dedicated

sections, which are classified according to the services the device has. The de-

vice send its beacon in each of the assigned resources from the network which

are classified according to each service the device has. For the reason that a
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dedicated section of resources for beacon transmission is classified according to

every services D2D peer can supports, the beacon is only constituted of device

identifier without service identifiers in the service-oriented format case. And the

others in the proximity of the peer know whether a service is existed in the peer

or not by checking whether a beacon of the peer is existed on the dedicated

section classified to the service defined from the network.

In case of a peer having many services, transmitting its beacon is duplicated

at the every allotted part of the resource section sorted by each service the peer

registers to the network in the service-oriented format case, which cause an

additional overhead against case of the device-oriented format because it do not

cause the duplicating problem as an expected number of services one D2D peer

has increases. However, in case of discovering peers having a target service, every

D2D peers with the service is contiguously assigned some partial resources for

its beacon transmission in the same service section, the defined resource for the

service. In case of the service-oriented format, there is no additional overhead

of discovering D2D peers without having a target service for the reason that

a D2D peer to discover some peers having the target service only probes the

defined resource section classified to the service.

In contrast, it is inevitable procedure discovering peers which have services

different from a target service in the service discovery process using the device-

oriented format, since a device discover D2D peer having the target service only

after discovering arbitrary peers in the proximity to decode bitmaps of the their

service identifier, even though it does not have the target service, and search

one peer having the service at last.

In the discovery procedure of service registered on the network entity, the

beacon for device discovery includes only an alias identifier of its own device

in contrast with case that bitmaps of service identifiers is added to the beacon
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for device discovery in the discovery of service piggybacked on the beacon for

peer discovery. There are no dedicated sections classified to D2D services for

transmitting beacon in order to discover device and service in this procedure.

Only one dedicated section is allowed for D2D peers in a single cell to transmit

their beacons for device discovery. In the section, every D2D peer ,registering

to the network in a single cell, is assigned some partial resources of the section

for transmitting its beacon with its alias device identifier only for device dis-

covery. For this reason, service is discovered after device discovery. a D2D peer

inquires the existence of another D2D peer having a target D2D service to the

network entity among the discovered peers. What are described below are main

procedures of this service discovery within the device discovery.

1)D2D initial discovery registration with service

2)Transmission of beacon for device discovery (IN RRC-IDLE)

3)Broadcasting D2D information by Network

4)Service discovery inquiring to network entity

First a D2D device connects the network and registers its device and ser-

vice information. Its corresponding network entity responds the device with

information about configuration of beacon including its corresponding device

alias identifier. And the device broadcasts its beacon to inform its alias identi-

fier to other D2D devices in the proximity of the device. In registration step, an

eNB broadcasts information of relationship between an alias identifier of each

device in beacon and its real device identifier controlled by the network entity

so that each D2D device can know real device identifiers of other devices in the

range of discovery. If a peer wants to check whether other one of discovered

devices has its target service after decoding a device alias identifier in one of

beacons transmitted in the proximity of the peer, the peer connects the eNB

from RRC-IDLE state mode to RRC-CONNECTED state mode and checks the
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presence or absence of the service in the discovered device by requesting to the

network entity and being received its information from the network entity.
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Chapter 4

D2D session establishment
procedure

D2D Link establishment procedure operates after device discovery and

service discovery process. It is premised that all D2D session establishment

procedures we propose are following the device and service discovery process

we proposed earlier. D2D link establishment procedure can be classified to three

methods with protocol design, each of which is described below.

1)Centralized method for setting up D2D link

2)Temporary resource assignment method for setting up D2D link

3)Dedicated resource assignment method for setting up D2D link

The centralized method is featured by concentrating on interchanging sig-

nals between D2D device and its corresponding eNB, without exchanging sig-

nals with D2D direct link. The temporary D2D resource assignment method is

characterized by dynamically assigning resources to D2D peers with aid of the

network where the D2D peers check D2D link by directly exchanging control

messages with each other and establish D2D session with aid of the network.
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The dedicated D2D resource assignment method is characterized by statically

assigning resources to D2D peers for directly exchanging control messages with

each other and establishing D2D session with aid of the network.

Each of the three methods is divided into two processes. The first is com-

posed of two-tiered process that a D2D server, requesting to set up D2D link,

checks possibility of setting up D2D link with its clients, requested to set up

D2D link, and establishes a session for D2D communication with one of the

clients after the server confirms that it is feasible to form D2D link with the

client. We call this process the two-tiered process. The second is constituted

of one-tiered process that a server requests to establish D2D session with its

clients without intermediate checking procedures of the server that the server

checks the clients a possibility of setting up D2D link with the server prior to

set up D2D link. Checking procedure of the server is omitted but exchanging

control messages to request for setting up D2D link between the server and

client can be substitute for the checking procedure of D2D link’s state. It also

be able to set up D2D session at the same time if the server sends a request

message to the client for setting up D2D link and receives a response message

informing possibility of setting up D2D link from the client successfully. We

call this process the combined process or the one-tiered process. With these

classifications, we focus on describing detailed procedures of each method for

forming D2D link in next.

In this section, reference figures describe detail procedures about develop-

ment of D2D session. All of reference figures premise that a D2D server, UE1,

has proceeded device and service discovery procedure and found its target ser-

vice in clients, UE2 and UE3, so it requests to check D2D link’s state and

establish D2D session with one of the clients, which is possible to set up D2D

link. The current state of the server is in RRC-IDLE mode with the LTE net-

14



Figure 4.1 The centralized method for setting up D2D link

work if the service discovery proceeds as the method of the discovery procedure

of service piggybacked on the beacon for peer discovery from the the clients,

or in RRC-CONNECTED mode if the service discovery proceeds as the other

method of the discovery procedure of service registered on the network entity,

after exchanging control messages with its network entity to check whether the

client has the target service.

The centralized method is featured by concentrating on interchanging sig-

nals between D2D peer and the network, without exchanging signals via D2D

direct link.

In the centralized method, the overall procedure are explained in the figure

(4.1). In the left figure (4.1), it describes the two-tied process of the centralized

method. A server, UE1, connects the network and requests the network to check

a possibility for UE1 to form D2D link with UE2 and UE3. Than the network

send a paging message to clients, UE2 and UE3, for their connection with the

network and request them to check a possibility of forming D2D link with UE1.
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Each of them checks direct link’s state with the server by confirming whether

it receives the periodic beacons for peer discovery from UE1 successfully or not

and decides a feasibility of D2D link establishment and finally responds its result

to the network entity through uplink channel in the LTE network. The network

forwards this result to UE1 so that UE1 can request D2D session on any its

desired time if these checking procedures are repeated periodically. When only

UE2 is possible to form D2D link with UE1 due to a substandard condition of

channel state between UE1 and UE3, UE1 requests for establishing D2D link

with UE2 to its eNB. The eNB assigns a new resource for D2D session to UE1

and UE2, and notifies D2D session is established successfully and information

of the D2D session resource to UE1 and UE2 by sending response messages to

UE1 and UE2. Finally the D2D session is developed.

In the right figure (4.1), it describes other one process of the centralized

method, the combined process, establishing D2D link at the same time of check-

ing the D2D link’s state. The server, UE1, connects its network and calls for

establishing D2D link with its client, UE2, and find a target service at UE2.

UE1 requests its eNB for checking whether UE2 is possible to set up D2D link

with UE1 or not and assigning resources for D2D communication session with

UE1 if it is possible that UE2 is able to set up D2D link with UE1. The eNB

assigns UE1 resource for D2D communication session between UE1 and UE2

by responding the request message from UE1 even though D2D session is not

established due to a substandard channel state between UE1 and UE2. And the

eNB sends a control message to UE2 which includes information of request for

checking D2D link with UE1 and D2D session resource if it is possible to set

up D2D link with UE1. After receiving the message, UE2 makes sure that it is

possible to set up D2D link with UE1 by checking whether it receives beacons

from UE1 successfully and send a response message to the eNB that D2D ses-
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Figure 4.2 The temporary resource assignment method for setting up D2D link

sion for communication between UE1 and UE2 can be developed successfully

in the resource assigned from the eNB if it is possible that UE2 is able to set up

D2D link with UE1 by using the checking result. The eNB forwards the result to

UE1 after receiving the response message from UE2. In these procedures, there

is no intermediate confirmation procedure to UE1 about the result of checking

D2D link’s state with its client. After notified the result about whether the

D2D communication is set up successfully or not, the network decides whether

it holds its assigned resource for the D2D communication or not. After all of

the procedures, the D2D session is developed.

The Temporary D2D resource assignment method is characterized by dy-

namically assigning resources used for directly checking D2D link’s state and

establishing D2D session with aid of the network.

The temporary D2D resource assignment method is classified to the two-

tied process and the combined process, Each of the procedures is explained in

the figure (4.2).
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In the left figure (4.2), it describes the two step method. A server, UE1,

connects its eNB and requests resources for UE1 to check possibility of set-

ting up D2D link’s state with its clients, UE2 and UE3, by exchanging control

messages via direct link between the server and the client. Than the eNB tem-

porarily allocates UE1 the resources for checking D2D link’s state with each

of the clients and send UE1 a control message to inform a data related with

the resource location and request for sending a control message to each client

for checking D2D link with each of the clients by using the resources. The eNB

sends a paging message to each of UE2 and UE3 for its connection with the

LTE network and assign each of them the resource, same as that is assigned

to UE1 according to each client, for probing a control message from UE1 for

checking possibility of setting up D2D link with UE1. Each of them ascertains

successfully receiving a direct message from UE1 at the temporarily assigned

resource from the network and decides a feasibility of D2D link establishment

and responds its result to UE1 through the direct path between the server and

client in the resource for checking D2D link assigned to each client. UE1 can

request D2D session to the network on any its desired time. If only UE2 is

possible to form D2D link with UE1 due to a substandard condition of channel

between UE1 and UE3, and UE1 wants to set up D2D session with its clients,

UE1 requests its eNB for establishing D2D link with UE2 so that the eNB as-

signs a new resource for D2D session between the UE1 and UE2 and responses

information of the resource location to UE1. UE1 exchanges control messages

with UE2 for informing UE2 the D2D session resource assigned from the eNB

at the resource previously assigned from the network for checking D2D link’s

state with UE2. The D2D session is developed in the end.

In the right figure (4.2), the combined method, the main differentiated

factor against the two step method is that a server, UE1, sends a direct message
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to its client, UE2, for requesting D2D session without confirmation process of

the server about state of D2D link with its target clients. UE1 connects its

corresponding eNB and calls for establishing D2D link with UE2. Than, the

network temporarily allocates UE1 both of resources by responding a control

message to UE1, which includes information about both of the resources. The

one is used for the server to check D2D link’s state with its client and establish

D2D session with directly exchanging control messages between the server and

the client. And the other one is used for D2D session to communicate with each

other in direct. In addition to allotting both of the resources to UE1, the eNB

sends a paging message to UE2 for its connection with the LTE network and

assign UE2 both of the same resources by sending a control message to UE2,

which includes information about both of the resources. After receiving the

message from the eNB, UE1 sends UE2 a control message in direct to request

for establishing D2D link with the server in the assigned PUSCH resource from

the network. UE2 decides a feasibility of D2D link establishment after receiving

the message from UE1 and responds a control message that D2D session can

be established with UE1 through the direct link between UE1 and UE2 in the

same resource UE2 receives the message from UE1. UE1 notifies its results to the

network after receiving the response message from UE2. Because the combined

method omits an intermediate checking process of the server about the result of

D2D link’s state with its client prior to confirming D2D session establishment,

the network assign a resource for D2D communication prior to the process that

a server checks D2D link’s state with its client and establishing D2D session at

the same time. By receiving the notification, the network can decides whether

the assigned resource for D2D communication session is eliminated or not. And

the D2D session is finally developed.

The dedicated D2D resource assignment method is characterized by stat-
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Figure 4.3 The dedicated resource assignment method for setting up D2D link

ically assigning resources used for checking D2D link’s state and establishing

D2D session with aid of the network. The network dedicates a section of re-

sources in which D2D servers are able to directly exchange control messages for

checking D2D link’s state with their clients and setting up D2D session with

their clients. It is required that all of D2D peers registered by an eNB probes

periodically the defined section of resources assigned by the eNB, because it is

possible for a D2D peer to receive a control message for the peer from another

peer ,which wants to set up D2D link with the peer, in order to check D2D

link’s state and set up D2D session with the peer at the arbitrary portion of

the dedicated section. As identical with the other methods, the dedicated D2D

resource assignment method is classified to the two processes, the two-tied and

the combined. Each of the procedures is explained in the figure (4.3) below.

In the left figure (4.3), the two step method, a server, UE1, connects its

network and requests for checking D2D link and establishing D2D session with

its clients, UE2 and UE3, by sending a control message to its eNB. The mes-
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sage involves that UE1 requests a partial resource of the dedicated section for

checking a probability of establishing D2D session with each of UE2 and UE3.

Every D2D servers at the same time in a cell, which request for using a resource

to check D2D link’s state with its client, is allotted its own dedicated partial

resource from an eNB by receiving a response message from the network. There

is no collision exchanging the direct control messages among the D2D peers

each of which directly exchange the messages with its client at the same time in

the dedicated section for checking a probability of establishing D2D link. After

assigned the resource for checking D2D link’s state and received the response

message from the eNB, UE1 transmits a control message to each of UE2 and

UE3 for checking D2D link’s state with each of them without connection mode

of each client with the LTE network. UE2 and UE3 maintain in RRC-IDLE

mode of the network and probes all resources in the dedicated section to decode

all of messages received in. And each of UE2 and UE3 responds UE1 its result

about a possibility of forming D2D link with UE1 after each of them receives

its message successfully from UE1 to check D2D link’s state. After checking the

result, UE1 can request D2D session to the network on any its desired time. If

only UE2 is possible to form D2D link with UE1 due to a substandard condi-

tion of channel between UE1 and UE3, and UE1 wants to set up D2D session

with its clients, UE1 requests the network for assigning new resources for D2D

communication with UE2 and directly exchanging its information with UE2 in

the assigned partial resource of the dedicate section for checking the D2D link’s

state. Finally, establishing D2D session is completed.

In the right figure (4.3), the combined method, the primary difference with

the priori is that the direct messages for checking D2D link’s state between

the server and client is omitted and replaced to messages for checking D2D

link’s state and requesting D2D session establishment at the same time. When
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a server, UE1 requests D2D session setting up with its client, UE2, by sending

a message to its eNB, the network assigns UE1 both of resources by responding

the request message to the server. One of the resource is used for the server

to exchange messages with client in order to check D2D link’s state and es-

tablish D2D session at the same time. And the other resource is used for D2D

communication with direct link between the server and client.

After receiving the message from the eNB, UE1 sends UE2 a control mes-

sage to request for establishing D2D link with the server in the assigned PUSCH

resource from the network. The message includes information about the re-

source of D2D communication with direct link between the server and client.

UE2 decodes the message among all of received messages when UE2 probes

all resources of the dedicated section statically assigned from the eNB. And

UE2 check whether the message is transmitted to UE2 or not by decoding its

device identifier for destination. After checking the message is transmitted to

UE2, UE2 is informed of the resource information of D2D communication and

decides a feasibility of D2D link establishment with UE1 by checking whether

the message is received and decoded successfully or not. Than, UE2 responds

UE1 a control message that D2D session can be established with UE1 through

the direct link between UE1 and UE2 in the same resource UE2 receives the

message from UE1. UE1 notifies its results to the network after receiving the

response message from UE2. Because the combined method omits an interme-

diate checking process of the server about the result of D2D link’s state with

its client prior to confirming D2D session establishment, the network assign a

resource for D2D communication before UE1 checks D2D link’s state and es-

tablishing D2D session with UE2. By receiving the notification, the network

can know the result about whether D2D session is developed or not and de-

cides whether it maintains the resource for D2D communication. And the D2D
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session is eventually developed.
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Chapter 5

Classification of D2D service type

As stated earlier, D2D system consists of the two step procedures: discov-

ery and D2D session establishment. Discovery procedure can be specified to

two stages, device discovery and service discovery. D2D session establishment

procedure is comprised of the two steps in the two-tied process, checking pos-

sibility of setting up D2D session and establishing D2D session. If we combine

device discovery and service discovery into device/service discovery procedure,

three steps can be existed in the overall D2D system procedure. Each step in-

cludes the earlier steps : 1. device and service discovery, 2. checking likelihood

of setting up D2D session by checking D2D link between a server and its client.

3. establishing D2D session between the server and the client. With considering

the steps, we can define three service type each of which represents a different

category of D2D applicable service classified according to each of the defined

step in the overall D2D system procedure. The service type 1 means a category

of D2D applicable services that a server only obtains its target service from

its client in the proximity of the server by working on the device and service
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discovery without checking D2D link’s state or forming D2D session with the

client. The service type 2 is another category of D2D applicable services that

a server discovers one device having its target service in the device and service

discovery procedure and only checks a possibility of setting up D2D link with

its client which has the target service. These is no request for forming D2D

session with the client in the service type 2. The service type 3 represents the

other category of D2D applicable services that a server operates on device and

service discovery procedure and find one of the clients having a target service in

the vicinity of the server, checks D2D link’s state with the client, and requests

for forming D2D session with the client and establishes the D2D session for

direct communication.
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Chapter 6

Proposed overall D2D system

The device discovery procedure is based on the premise that a D2D peer

transmits its own beacon periodically prior to setting up D2D link with aid

of its corresponding network entity. Based on the device discovery, we define

the two novel schemes and protocols of service discovery procedure and spec-

ify the three different methods and protocols of session establishment for D2D

communication as stated above. By basing the device discovery procedure and

Table 6.1 Overall D2D system
Procedures of D2D system Device discovery Sevice discovery D2D session establishment

Details of the procedure
Discovering

device id

Discovering

target service

Checking

possibility of

setting up

D2D link

Establishing

D2D link

A priori case- 1. Discovery of service Method C

SYSTEM1 Distributed device piggybacked on beacon Method T

Proposed discovery [1] for peer discovery Method D

D2D SYSTEM A priori case- 2. Discovery of service Method C

SYSTEM2 Distributed device registered on Method T

discovery [1] network entity Method D

D2D service type Type 1 Type 2 Type 3
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combining each scheme of service discovery and each three schemes for session

establishment together considering its protocol, we define six overall D2D sys-

tems constituted of the device discovery procedure we based on, one of the two

service discovery procedures, and one of the three session establishment meth-

ods for D2D link, which is described in table (6.1) below. The six D2D systems

are classified according to different service discovery procedure and D2D ses-

sion establishment processes. And we define two sets composed of three different

D2D systems and classified according to each of the two service discovery pro-

cedure. we call each of the sets, SYSTEM1 and SYSTEM2, described in table

(6.1). SYSTEM1 is a set of three D2D systems each of which has same one of the

two service discovery procedures we propose, the discovery procedure of D2D

service piggybacked on the beacon for peer discovery. And SYSTEM2 is a set of

three D2D systems each of which has the other one of the two service discovery

procedures we propose, the discovery procedure of D2D service registered on

the network entity. Each of the three D2D systems in one of the sets is one

of the six systems having one of the three different D2D session establishment

methods with same one of the two service discovery procedures.

Each D2D system can be subdivided to three-phased procedures according

to three different service types of D2D applicable service. According to each

service type, we analyze performance about each of the proposed D2D systems

in aspects of total resource overhead and D2D device power consumption that

a D2D device operates on the entire corresponded procedures of each D2D

system. And we compare performance of the different D2D systems by changing

variables related with D2D applicable service characteristics so that we suggest

one of the proposed systems achieving the better performance than the others

depending on the specific service characteristics a D2D service may have. In

addition, we evaluate that one of the proposed D2D systems achieving better
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performance than the others also shows the better performance than a D2D

system without considering service discovery procedure prior to D2D session

establishment.
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Chapter 7

Analysis and comparison

we present some details of system parameters used in analysis for the pro-

posed six D2D systems. Those parameters given in table (7.1).

In this environment, we can analyze performance of the proposed overall

D2D systems in aspect of total resource overhead, loading amount of an eNB,

D2D device power consumption that all D2D peer with target service activate

one of the proposed D2D systems for using a same target D2D service in a

cell and a defined time when the peers need to use the service at every time of

its corresponding service frequency depending on the service characteristic. we

calculate an expected value or probabilistic value of performance about each

of the 6 proposed D2D systems, compare the values, suggest which one of the

D2D systems performs better than the other D2D systems proposed according

to each of the three performance analysis aspects we suggest, the total resource

overhead, the loading amount in an eNB, the power consumption of D2D device.

Detailed explanations about the performance analysis aspects and proposed

mathematical modelings according to each of the aspects are described from
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Table 7.1 Analysis environment

Parameter Value

Cellular layout Isolated cell, 1-sector

Cell radius, R 500 (m)

LTE uplink bandwidth 20 (MHz)

LTE HARQ Chase combining

D2D peer location Uniform random distribution

Channel model Rayleigh fading

Uplink transmitting power of D2D

device

P0+αuplink·(pathloss), αuplink=0.8,

P0= -78 (dBm)

Transmitting power of D2D device

in D2D communication

P0+αd2dlink·(pathloss), αd2dlink=1,

P0= -78 (dBm)

Beacon transmitting power of D2D

device in discovery

P0+αd2dlink·(RD), αd2dlink=1,

P0= -78 (dBm)

Discovery range, RD 200 (m)

Noise spectral density -174 (dBm/Hz)

Modulation and channel coding 16 QAM, 0.37

D2D peer density, ddensity variable (num/m2)

D2D service probability, Sprob variable (0-1)

D2D service rate, Srate variable (0-1)
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next paragraph.

For analysis of performance of the proposed overall D2D systems in aspect

of total resource overhead and loading amount in an eNB, we propose mathe-

matical modelings to calculate resource overhead of each D2D system based on

the designed protocol in each of the proposed D2D systems. Resource overhead

that a server activates one of the proposed D2D systems means total assigned

resource block amounts from an eNB in procedures that a D2D server, request-

ing to use its target D2D service, activates the D2D system. The D2D system

also are subdivided according to each of the service types so that we should

define which one of the service types is based on the system for calculating the

resource overhead of the D2D system. For example, The resource overhead that

a server activates one of the proposed D2D systems in the service type 3 means

total assigned resource block amounts from an eNB in procedures that a peer

transmits its beacon, discovers other devices in range of device discovery and

finds its target service in one of its clients and establishes D2D session with the

client if the target service is detected and D2D link’s state between the server

and client is checked being possible for establishing D2D session.

Rsystem in Eq. (7.1) is an expected value of total resource overhead (to-

tal resource block amounts an eNB allocates) in procedures that every D2D

server, requesting to use a same target D2D service, activates same one of the

proposed D2D systems in a single cell and defined time. By considering the sug-

gested protocol and resource amount assigned from an eNB according to each

of the D2D systems, we can calculate an expected value of resource overhead in

procedures that a D2D server exchanges control messages with its clients and

its eNB when the server activates one of the proposed D2D systems, which is

described as Asystem in Eq. (7.2). This value is different depending on each of

the different service types. And an expected value of the remained total resource
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overhead excepted for Asystem in Rsystem is represented as Bsystem in Eq. (7.6).

when every D2D server activates the same one of the proposed D2D systems

in the single cell and defined time, Bsystem shows an expected value of total

resource block amounts that the eNB allocates to the D2D devices in the rest

procedures except for processes that every D2D peer, requesting to use the same

one target D2D service, exchanges control messages with its client and eNB.

It includes total resource blocks assigned from the eNB for every D2D peer to

transmit its beacons for discovering other devices and services in a single cell

and defined time.

Asystem premises that a D2D server finally finds its client having a target

D2D service. However, there is a probability that a D2D client having the target

service is absent in the discovery range of the server when the server activates

one of the proposed D2D systems to find its client having a target D2D service

and set up D2D link. In this case, each of the proposed D2D systems operates

until a server finds one of its clients having its target service and concludes that

all of the clients in the vicinity of the server do not have the service to end.

It means that additional overhead may occur in the service discovery process,

because the target D2D service is not utilized and the D2D system can not

achieve its objective for finding a client having the service and developing D2D

session with the client, though the server activates the D2D system with all

of its clients in discovery range of the server in order to find a client having

the service. we describe an expected value of resource overhead, total assigned

resource block amounts from an eNB, in procedures that a server activates one

of D2D systems with its clients in case that D2D device having target service

is absent in discovery range of the sever, as A′
system in Eq. (7.1).
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Rsystem = α ·Asystem + β ·A′
system +Bsystem (7.1)

Asystem =

Nd2dlink,system∑
i=1

φd2dlink · Sd2dlink,i+

Nserver
uplink,system∑

i=1

φserver
uplink · Sserver

uplink,i +

Nserver
downlink,system∑

i=1

φserver
downlink · Sserver

downlink,i+

Nclient
uplink,system∑

i=1

φclient
uplink · Sclient

uplink,i +

Nclient
downlink,system∑

i=1

φclient
downlink · Sclient

downlink,i (7.2)

Bsystem = (mdevice
discovery ·

⌈
k · ddensity · carea · Sdevice

discovery/RBsize

⌉
+

mservice
discovery ·

⌈
k · sprob · ddensity · carea · Sservice

discovery/RBsize

⌉
)/T (7.3)

α and β in Eq. (7.7,7.8) show an expected number of Asystem and A′
system

in a single cell and defined time. Sd2dlink,i, Suplink,i, Sdownlink,i in Eq. (7.2) rep-

resent resource block amounts that an eNB allot a D2D device to transmit a

corresponding signal, which is based on the designed signal bit information in

the described protocol of each D2D system that we assume among the proposed

D2D systems. Nd2dlink,system, Nuplink,system, Ndownlink,system in Eq. (7.2) shows

link type and total signal order in the protocol of the D2D system we base on.

Server is a D2D peer, server, activating one of the D2D systems for utilizing

its D2D service with the other D2D peer, client, in the proximity, which is de-

scribed Client. φy
x in Eq. (7.2,7.5) is an expected value of transmission number

that a server or its client sends or receives its corresponding signal depending on

x and y type considering fading channel environment and location correlation

between a server and its client in discovery range. For using these modelings, we

can obtain total resource overhead and loading amount of an eNB for activat-

ing one of proposed D2D systems. The loading amount of an eNB that a server
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activates one of the proposed D2D systems means total assigned resource block

amounts from an eNB in procedures that the eNB exchange control massages

with a D2D server and its clients when a D2D server activates the D2D system.

By using and modifying the above modelings including Rsystem in Eq. (7.1), we

can obtain an expected value of the loading amount of an eNB (resource block

amounts an eNB allocates for exchanging message between the eNB and D2D

device) in procedures that the eNB exchange control massages with every D2D

servers and its clients when the D2D servers activate same one of the proposed

D2D systems with their clients in a single cell and defined time. It can be cal-

culated by focusing on an expected value of signaling overhead, resource block

amounts allotted from the eNB for exchanging messages between the D2D peers

and the eNB in each D2D system.

Esystem = α · Csystem + β · C ′
system +Dsystem (7.4)

Csystem = Ebase · T duration
system (φ, S,N) +

Nd2dlink,system∑
i=1

φd2dlink · Ed2dlink,i+

Nserver
uplink,system∑

i=1

φserver
uplink · Eserver

uplink,i +

Nserver
downlink,system∑

i=1

φserver
downlink · Eserver

downlink,i+

Nclient
uplink,system∑

i=1

φclient
uplink ·Eclient

uplink,i +

Nclient
downlink,system∑

i=1

φclient
downlink ·Eclient

downlink,i (7.5)

Dsystem = (mdevice
discovery ·

⌈
k · ddensity · carea · Edevice

discovery/RBsize

⌉
+

mservice
discovery ·

⌈
k · sprob · ddensity · carea · Eservice

discovery/RBsize

⌉
)/T+

Eprobing · ddensity · carea · (mdevice
discovery ·

⌈
k · ddensity · carea · Sdevice

discovery/RBsize

⌉
+

sprob ·mservice
discovery ·

⌈
k · sprob · ddensity · carea · Sservice

discovery/RBsize

⌉
)/T (7.6)
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For analysis of performance of the proposed overall D2D systems in aspect

of total power spent by D2D device, we propose mathematical modelings about

D2D device power consumption based on the protocol of each proposed D2D

system. D2D device power consumption that a D2D device activates one of the

proposed D2D systems means total energy spent by a server and its clients in

procedures that the server activates one of the D2D systems with its clients.

The D2D system also are subdivided according to each of the service types so

that we should define which one of the service types is based on the system

for calculating the D2D device power consumption about the D2D system. For

example, The total D2D device power consumption that a server activates one

of the proposed D2D systems in the service type 3 means total power spent

by devices, a server and its clients, in procedures that the server transmits its

beacon, discovers other devices in range of discovery and finds its target service

in one of its clients and establishes D2D session with the client if the target

service is detected and D2D link’s state between the server and client is checked

being possible for establishing D2D session.

Esystem in Eq. (7.4) is total D2D device power consumption in procedures

that all D2D peer requesting to use a target D2D service activates one of the

proposed D2D systems in a single cell and defined time. By considering the

designed protocol, its resource block amounts, total processing time according

to each of the proposed D2D systems, and spending energy that a D2D de-

vice probes one resource block, which is set a variable, we can calculate an

expected value of total power spent by D2D devices, a server and its clients, in

processes that the D2D server exchanges control messages with the clients and

its eNB when the D2D server activates one of the proposed D2D systems with

its client(s), which is described as Csystem in Eq. (7.5). And the remained total

expected value of total power spent by D2D devices in processes that every
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D2D server activates one of the proposed D2D systems except for procedures

that the D2D servers exchange control messages with their clients and eNB in

a single cell and defined time, which is represented as Dsystem in Eq. (7.6). It

includes total D2D device power consumption that every D2D peer periodically

transmits its beacon and probes an dedicated resource section for receiving bea-

cons from other devices, discovering other devices and services in a single cell

and defined time.

Csystem premises that a D2D server finally finds its client having its target

D2D service. However, there is a probability that a D2D client having a target

service is absent in the discovery range of the server when the server activates

one of the proposed D2D systems to find its client having a target D2D service

and set up D2D link. In this case, each proposed D2D system operates until a

server finds one of its clients having its target service and concludes that all of

the clients in the vicinity of the server do not have the service to end. It means

additional overhead may occurs in the service discovery process, because the

target D2D service is not utilized and D2D system can not achieve its objective

for finding a client having the service and developing D2D session with the

client, though the server activates the D2D system with all of its clients in

discovery range of the server. we describe an expected value of power spent by

D2D devices in processes that a server activates one of the D2D systems in case

that a D2D device having target service is absent in discovery range of the sever

as C ′
system in Eq. (7.4).

α and β in Eq. (7.7,7.8) show an expected number of Csystem and C ′
system in

a single cell and defined time. Ed2dlink,i, Euplink,i, Edownlink,i represent an addi-

tional D2D device power consumption that a device transmits a corresponding

signal, which is based on the designed signal bit information in the described

protocol of each D2D system that we assume among the proposed D2D sys-
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tems. T duration
system (φ, S,N) in Eq. (7.5) means total duration that a D2D peer,

server or client, develops RRC-CONNECTED mode with its eNB for activat-

ing one of the D2D systems. It is dependent on device type (server or client),

the designed protocol and processing time of each D2D system, base power in

RRC-CONNECTED mode, retransmission number of each signal. we can cal-

culate this duration by using the designed protocol of each D2D system and

system parameters in [4]. DR in Eq. (7.11) is an expected value of area that

a D2D peer can discover other device and carea is an expected value of area

in a single cell. ddensity is D2D device density in a single cell. sprob is ’the

service rate’ and srate is ’the service rate’, each of which is a main variable

representing D2D service characteristic. we explain these next.

α = (1− (1− sprob)
ddensity·Darea ) · srate · sprob · ddensity · carea/T (7.7)

β = (1− sprob)
ddensity ·Darea · srate · sprob · ddensity · carea/T (7.8)

φd2dlink = E[ϕd2dlink],

P (ϕd2dlink = m) = exp(
−cth · rd

SNRd2dlink
) · (1− exp(

−cth · rd

SNRd2dlink
))

m−1

(7.9)

φserver
x:uplink or downlink = E[ϕserver

x ],

P (ϕserver
x = m) =

∫ R

0
(

m−1∏
i=1

(1− exp(
−cth · rαx·d

(1 + ((i+ 2)mod 3)SNRx
))

m−1

)·

exp(
−cth · rαx·d

(1 + ((i+ 2)mod 3)SNRx
)
2r

R2
dr (7.10)

DR =

∫ 2π

0

∫ R

0
X(r,RD)

r

πR2
drdθ (7.11)

X(r,RD) =

∫ RD

0

∫ θ2

θ1

rxdθxdrx (7.12)

 if rx2 + r2 −R2 < 0 : θ1 = 0, θ2 = 2π

if rx2 + r2 −R2 < 0 : θ1 = π − cos−1( rx
2+r2−R2

2rrx
), θ2 = π + cos−1( rx

2+r2−R2

2rrx
)

φclient
x:uplink or downlink = E[ϕclient

x ], P (ϕclient
x = m) =

∫ 2π

0

∫ R

0

L(r,RD,m)

X(r,RD)

r

πR2
drdθ (7.13)

L(r,RD,m) =

∫ R

0

∫ θ2

θ1

(1− exp(
−cth · αx·d

√
r2 + rx2 − 2rrx cos(π − θx)

SNRx
))

m−1
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exp(
−cth · αx·d

√
r2 + rx2 − 2rrx cos(π − θx)

SNRx
)dθxdrx (7.14)

By using the mathematical modelings and calculating performance about

each of the 6 proposed D2D systems in terms of the total resource overhead,

the loading amount in an eNB, the D2D device power consumption, we can

compare performance of the proposed D2D systems and know which one of the

systems performs better than the others.

To compare performance of the six different D2D systems in each of the

aspects for performance analysis, we compare performance of the two different

service discovery procedures in first step, the discovery of service piggybacked

on the beacon for peer discovery and the discovery of service registered on the

network entity. For this performance comparison, we compare performance of

two D2D systems, each of which belongs to the different set composed of the

three different proposed D2D systems, SYSTEM1 and SYSTEM2, classified

according to the two different service discovery procedure, and has same one

of the three D2D session establishment methods. By comparing performance

of the two D2D systems, we can know which one of the sets achieves better

performance than the other set and select one of the sets so that we compare

performance of the two different service discovery procedures.

After selecting one of the sets , each of which is composed of the three dif-

ferent proposed D2D systems with same service discovery procedure according

to the three different D2D session establishment methods, we compare perfor-

mance of the remained three D2D systems in second step by analyzing and com-

paring performance of the three different D2D session establishment methods.

We can know which one of the three D2D systems achieves better performance

than the others through we compare performance of the three different D2D
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session establishment methods. we can select one of the D2D systems showing

the best performance at last in each of the aspects for performance analysis.

The six different D2D systems are classified according to the three different

service types. So performance comparison of the D2D systems should be carried

based on what service type of the target service we focus on is among the three

different service types, because all of the D2D systems have different steps and

procedures according to each of the service types.

To compare performances of the six different D2D systems in aspect of total

resource overhead, we analyze resource overhead about each of the proposed

D2D systems according to each of the service types. The resource overhead

shows total amounts of resource block allocated from an eNB that all of D2D

peers, servers having a target service and their clients, activates one of the D2D

systems in its single cell for a minute according to each of the service types.

Result of performance about each of the D2D systems varies with changing

parameters related with D2D service characteristics in each service type. The

variables are constituted of ’the service rate’ and ’the service probability’. The

service rate is an expected value of averaged frequency for a D2D peer having

D2D service to request a target service for every minute. The service probability

is an expected value of probability that a D2D peer has a target service. It

represents an expected ratio of D2D peers having a target service to total D2D

peers in a single cell. Each value of these variables may vary widely depending

on characteristics of D2D service. The following shows results of performance

comparison of the six proposed D2D systems by adjusting the variables at the

each service type.

In the service type 1 , the figure (7.1) shows resource overhead of two D2D

systems, each of which has different service discovery procedure. Because D2D

session establishment procedure is not existed on the D2D system in the service
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Figure 7.1 Fractional resource overhead of the proposed SYSTEM 1 and 2 in

service type 1

type 1, the proposed six D2D systems are combined and classified to the two

D2D systems according to the two different service discovery procedures. The

x-axis shows fractional resource overhead, ratio of total resource overhead in

procedures that all of D2D servers having target service activate same one of

the D2D systems to total resource block amounts of the LTE network for a

minute. The y-axis shows a cumulative distribution function of the fractional

resource overhead. At every service probability, we can find a value of service

rate and define this the threshold of service rate, at which two expected values

of the fractional resource overhead of the two different D2D system are located

at the same point. For the two D2D systems, each of which has different service

discovery procedure, one represents one of the D2D systems in the SYSTEM1

and the other is the another one of the D2D systems in the SYSTEM2. We call

each D2D system, system 1 and system 2. The figure (7.1) describes probabilistic

resource overheads of the D2D systems where the service rate is at the threshold,

0.17 in case that the service probability is 0.4. If the service rate is higher

than the threshold, the system 1, having the discovery procedure of service on

the beacon for peer discovery, uses less resources to activate its corresponding

system than the system 2. It means that the system 1 shows a lower value of

the fractional resource overhead than the system 2. And, If the service rate is

lower than threshold, the system 2 shows a lower value of the fractional resource
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Figure 7.2 Fractional resource overhead of the proposed SYSTEM 1 and 2 in

service type 3

overhead than the system 1.

In the each service type 2 and 3, the figure (7.2) shows resource overhead

of the six proposed D2D systems. Each one of the three parts in the figure (7.2)

shows resource overhead of two D2D systems, each of which has different ser-

vice discovery procedure and same one of the three D2D session establishment

methods. For the two D2D systems, the one represents one of the D2D systems

in the SYSTEM1 and the other is another system of the D2D systems in the

SYSTEM2. We call each of the D2D systems, system 1 and system 2. When

we obtain the service rate threshold about the resource overhead of the two

D2D system, system 1 and system 2, by varying service rate at every service

probability, the service rate thresholds in service type 2 and 3 are calculated as

same value at every service probability. However, each value of the threshold in

the service type 2 and 3 is observed larger than that in the service type 1 at the
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same service probability. We also compare performance of the proposed D2D

systems in service type 3 against another D2D system in service type 3. The an-

other system for comparison does not consider the service discovery procedures

prior to set up D2D session and only discovers its target D2D service in its client

after establishing D2D session with the client. We can propose and subdivide

the system to three systems with designing their corresponding protocols ac-

cording to the three different D2D session establishment methods. We call any

one of these three systems system 3. The system 2 always shows a lower value of

the resource overhead than the system 3 irrespective of value of the service rate

and probability. In case that the service rate is lower than the threshold, the

system 1 may exhibit a lower value of the resource overhead than the system

3 even though the system 3 shows a lower value of the resource overhead than

the system 2. The other characteristics about performance in terms of resource

overhead of the proposed D2D systems in service type 2 and 3 are same in the

case of the service type 1 so that we can also calculate a service rate threshold

at every service probability that shows which one of the proposed D2D systems

would achieve the better performance in terms of total resource overhead at

every different D2D service characteristics. Each one of the three parts in the

figure (7.2) describes performance of the D2D two systems, the system 1 and

system 2, where the service rate is 0.5 in case that the service probability is

0.7. And we obtain the service rate threshold of the proposed D2D systems

with different service rates and densities in terms of each different service type,

summarized in the figure (7.3), we call this the line of threshold for comparison

of the service discovery methods in terms of resource overhead.

By using this information, we can know which one of the two D2D sys-

tem sets, SYSTEM1 and SYSTEM2, each of which is composed of the three

different proposed D2D systems classified according to the two different ser-
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Figure 7.3 The line of threshold for comparison of the service discovery methods

in terms of resource overhead

vice discovery procedure, performs better than the other set according to every

D2D service characteristics if we can expect an expected value of the service

rate and probability about the target service, we focus on. And we can observe

that performance of any D2D system in the selected set is always superior to

that of the D2D system, system 3, which does not consider service discovery

procedure prior to setting up D2D session and has same method of D2D ses-

sion establishment as the D2D system in the selected set, in aspect of resource

overhead.

In addition to performance comparison of the six D2D systems in aspect

of resource overhead, we can compare and evaluate performance comparison of

the D2D systems in aspect of loading amount in an eNB, D2D device power

consumption in procedures that all D2D peer, server and client, activate one of

the D2D systems for using a target service in a single cell for a minute. In terms

of loading amount of an eNB, we can choose power efficient system among the
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Figure 7.4 The dedicated resource assignment method for setting up D2D link

proposed D2D systems with having different service discovery method but same

D2D session establishment method, by performance analyzing and comparing

the D2D systems with the mathematical modelings. It represent which one of

the sets, SYSTEM1 and SYSTEM2, performs better than the other set. We can

observe that the system 1 always shows better performance than the system 2

at every service characteristic, the service rate and probability, and any service

types, because the system 1 is featured that a server discoveries its target service

using its received beacons from other devices without establishing session with

its eNB and exchanging control messages with the eNB and network entity

for discovering the target service. It means that the system 1 less exchanges

control messages with its eNB than the system 2. By using these results, we

can conclude the set of SYSTEM1 set achieves better performance than the

other set of SYSTEM2.

In terms of D2D device power consumption in procedures that all D2D

peer with a same target service activate one of the proposed D2D systems for

using a target service in a single cell for a minute, we can calculate a threshold
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from which we can choose one system showing better power efficiency among

the two proposed D2D systems, which have different service discovery method

but same D2D session establishment method. It represent which one of the sets,

SYSTEM1 and SYSTEM2, performs better than the other set. It means that

we can know which one of the sets less spend power to activate its corresponding

system than the other set. The threshold is related with an expected value of

energy for every D2D peer to probe a resource block in the dedicated section

of resources at one method of the proposed service discovery procedures, the

discovery of service piggybacked on the beacon for peer discovery. In case of this

service discovery method, if a D2D peer spends more power than a value of the

threshold for probing a resource block of the dedicated section, we can observe

that the system 2 is more power efficient than that of the system 1. And if a

D2D peer spends less power than the threshold, the system 1 achieves better

performance than the system 2 in terms of energy consumption. And we observe

the system 2 shows always better power efficiency than the system 3 that does

not consider service discovery procedure prior to setting up D2D session and has

same method of D2D session establishment as the system 1 and 2. This means

that one of the system 1 and system 2, achieving better power efficiency than

the other by considering the value of threshold, is also more power efficient than

the system 3. The figure (7.4) shows the total D2D device power consumption

when we assume activated system is one of the two D2D system, system 1

and system 2, with the centralized method of D2D session establishment and

probing energy of device is assumed as a value of the threshold, 240(uJ/RB),

in case of the service probability 0.7, service rate 0.6. we summarize values

of the threshold for selecting which one of the two D2D systems, which having

same D2D session establishment method but different service discovery method,

is more power efficient at every D2D service characteristic in the figure (7.5)
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Figure 7.5 The line of threshold for comparison of the service discovery methods

in terms of D2D device power consumption

according to each service type. we call this the line of threshold for comparison

of the service discovery methods in terms of D2D device power consumption.

By using this information, we can know which one of the two D2D system

sets, SYSTEM1 and SYSTEM2, each of which is composed of the three different

proposed D2D systems classified according to the two different service discovery

procedure, achieves better performance than the other set according to every

D2D service characteristics if we can expect an expected value of the service

rate and probability about the target service, we focus on. And we can observe

that performance of any D2D system in the selected set is always superior to

that of the D2D system, system 3, which does not consider service discovery

procedure prior to setting up D2D session and has same method of D2D session

establishment as the D2D system in the selected set, in aspect of power spent

by D2D device.

After selecting one of the sets composed of the three different proposed
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D2D systems with same one of the service discovery method according to the

three different D2D session establishment methods, we compare performance

of the remained three D2D systems in second step by analyzing and comparing

performance of the three different D2D session establishment methods. We can

know which one of the three remained D2D systems in the selected set achieves

better performance than the others through we compare performance of the

three different D2D session establishment methods. we can select one of the

D2D systems showing the best performance at last in each of the aspects for

performance analysis.

In the second place, we compare performance of the three method for D2D

link establishment by analyzing averaged total resource overhead assigned from

an eNB and D2D device power consumption in procedures that all D2D peer,

having a target service and requesting for using the service, proceed one of the

three D2D session establishment methods when the peers activate one of the

proposed D2D system for using the service in a single cell for a minute. In this

analysis, service discovery procedure is omitted. There are the two classified

processes about each of the D2D session establishment methods, the two tiered

process and the combined process. The two tiered process is described as a

solid line and the combined process is described as a dotted line in same figure

classified according to each of the D2D session establishment methods. Each

part of the three figures in (7.6) shows probabilistic values of fractional resource

overhead in procedures of the different D2D link establishment method using

the two step method and combined method. The blue line is partial resource

overhead, which is resource block amounts that an eNB allots all of its D2D

peers, servers and their clients, to check and establish D2D link with direct paths

between each of the servers and its client for a minute in each of the D2D session

establishment procedures. The red line is partial resource overhead , which is
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Figure 7.6 Fractional resource overhead of the proposed D2D link establishment

processes

resource block amounts that an eNB assigns to all of its D2D peers, servers and

their clients to activate one of the D2D system, for exchanging control messages

through paths between the peers and their corresponding eNB for a minute in

each of the D2D session establishment procedures. The black is the result of

summing these two line so that it shows total resource overhead to activate

one of the D2D session development, resource block amounts assigned from the

eNB, that all servers request to check D2D link’s state and form D2D session

with their clients with aid of the network for a minute in each of the different

D2D session establishment methods. All of the line is described as fractional

resource overhead.

For simplicity, we use abbreviation words for the three method of D2D

link establishment procedure, which are the centralized method, the temporary

resource assignment method for setting up D2D link, the dedicated resource

assignment method for setting up D2D link: Method C, Method T, Method D.
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In the figure (7.6), we observe that an expected value of the total resource

overhead of the method D presents the lowest value among the three D2D ses-

sion establishing methods at every service characteristics, service probability

and rate. In aspect of an expected value of the partial resource overhead, which

is resource block amounts that an eNB assign to all of its D2D peers, servers

and their clients to activate one of the D2D system, for exchanging control

messages through paths between the peers and their corresponding eNB for a

minute in each of the D2D session establishment procedures, the value of the

method D also shows the lowest among the other methods at at every service

characteristics. These results show that the method D performs better than

the other methods in aspects of total resource overhead and loading amount

of an eNB. Using these results, we can select one of the D2D systems that

has the method D for D2D session establishment in the one of the two D2D

system sets, SYSTEM1 and SYSTEM2, classified according to the different ser-

vice discovery methods, which is previously selected by considering the service

discovery threshold in aspect of resource overhead according to characteristics

of target service. In aspect of loading amount of an eNB, we can select one of

the D2D systems that has the method D for D2D session establishment in the

set of SYSTEM2, which have three D2D systems with same service discovery

method, the discovery of service piggybacked on the beacon for peer discovery.

The method T always show the worst performance among the others meth-

ods in aspect of the total resource overhead. And, in aspect of an expected value

of the partial resource overhead, which is resource block amounts that an eNB

assign to all of its D2D peers, servers and their clients to activate one of the D2D

system, for exchanging control messages through paths between the peers and

their corresponding eNB for a minute in each of the D2D session establishment

procedures, the method T also performs the worst among the other methods. A
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Figure 7.7 Total D2D device power consumption of the proposed SYSTEM 1

and 2 at the centralized method for setting up D2D link in service type 3

difference between an expected value of the total fractional resource overhead of

the method D and the method C is also quite smaller than a difference between

that of method D and method T at every service characteristics. However, A

difference between an expected value of the partial resource overhead for ex-

changing control messages with an eNB for a minute at the method D and the

other methods are quite larger than a difference between that of the method

C and the method T at every service characteristics, because the method C is

only constituted of the partial resource overhead for exchanging control mes-

sages with an eNB, which increase a difference between an expected value of the

partial resource overhead at the method C and method D against as compared

with a difference between expected value of the total resource overhead at the

method C and method D.

In addition to the performance comparison of the D2D link establishment

methods in aspect of resource overhead , we can compare and evaluate the

performance comparison of the proposed D2D link establishment methods in
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aspect of D2D device power consumption. The figure (7.7) shows total D2D

device power consumption that D2D peers to use its target service activate one

of the three D2D session establishment methods for a minute in a single cell

when the service probability is 0.2, the service rate is 0.1, a probing energy

of device is 170(uJ/RB). We observe that the method C shows always better

power efficiency than the other methods in aspect of the total D2D device power

consumption irrespective of D2D service characteristics, even though we assume

a probing energy that a D2D device detects a resource block in the LTE uplink

bandwidth is zero, which is a main factor of power spent by one D2D device

in the method D. Using the result, we can select one of the D2D systems with

the method C in one of the two D2D system sets, classified according to the

different service discovery methods, which is previously selected by considering

the service discovery threshold in the aspect of D2D device power consumption

according to characteristics of target service.

However, if we compare performance between at the method D and method

T in aspect of the D2D device power consumption, we can calculate a threshold

deciding which one of the two methods achieves better performance than the

other method at every service probability of target service and probing energy

of device. The threshold is expressed to an energy that every D2D peer probes

periodically at a resource block in the dedicated section of resources to check

whether a direct control message for the D2D peer is received or not in the sec-

tion, in case of the method D for setting up D2D session. We call this threshold

DT-threshold. If a D2D device averagely spends more energy to probe a resource

block than the value of the DT-threshold, the method D is more power efficient

than the method T. And if a D2D peer spends less power than the value of

the DT-threshold, the method T achieves better performance than the method

D in aspect of D2D device power consumption. we summarize values of the
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Figure 7.8 The line of threshold for comparison of session establishment for

D2D communication between method T and D in terms of D2D device power

consumption

DT-threshold to select which one of the two D2D link establishment methods is

more power efficient at every D2D service characteristic in the figure (7.8). We

call this the line of threshold for comparison of session establishment for D2D

communication between method T and D in terms of D2D device power con-

sumption. By using the threshold, we can choose one of the two systems, each of

which has the method T or method D for D2D session establishment. And the

selected one shows better power efficiency than the other system in one of the

sets, which is previously selected by considering the service discovery threshold

in the aspect of D2D device power consumption according to characteristics of

target service.

We measure an expected value of energy that a Samsung Galaxy smart-

phone probes resource areas of PDCCH in the LTE network for checking its
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paging messages during DRX on time in the RRC-idle mode with the network,

and we can make an assumption that the value of energy for a device to probe

one resource block would be larger than 100-200 uJ. This value is located above

most of values in the DT-threshold irrespective of service rate and probability.

With this assumption, it suggests that the method C and method T would be

expected to mainly show better power efficiency than the method D though we

can not confirm the method D is always less power efficient than the others. It

is dependent on the designed probing energy of D2D device.

In all methods of D2D session establishment, there is a probability of failure

developing D2D session due to different between the resource and its state of

channel for checking D2D link’s state and D2D communication. In this context.

the method D and method T have advantages that the network statically or

temporarily dedicates a defined resource section that D2D servers exchange

control messages with their clients through direct paths between the servers

and their clients in a single cell when the servers proceeds to D2D session

establishment procedure, though we do not analyze mathematically this effect

with the performance analysis and comparison of the proposed D2D session

establishment models. In the method D and method T, this advantage reduces

a probability of failure developing D2D session by allotting the resource section

for checking D2D link’s state as close or same as possible to the resource for

D2D communication. However, it can be more difficult for the network to allot

the resource section for checking D2D link’s state as close as possible to the

resource for D2D communication in the method C than in case of the other

methods, since the resource section for checking D2D link’s state is also used

for transmitting and receiving beacons for device discovery in method C. It is

inevitable that the method C has a larger probability of failure developing D2D

session than the others due to its characteristic of different between the resource
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and its state of channel for checking D2D link’s state and D2D communication.

If a state of channel is bad in the resource for D2D communication, there can be

a probability of failure communicating with the established D2D link due to the

bad state of D2D communication channel, even though D2D session successfully

set up with using the resource for the peer discovery by cross-checking whether

a peer receives the other peer’s beacon for device discovery with aid of the

network.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

In this letter, we introduce two procedures and protocols for service discov-

ery and three procedures and protocols of D2D session establishment, basing

on one of the conventional device discovery procedures. By combining these,

we define and propose the six D2D systems with specific protocol design. And

we analyze and compare performance of these proposed systems in terms of

total resource overhead, loading amount of a base station, D2D device power

consumption.

To compare performance of the six different D2D systems in each of the

aspects for performance analysis, we compare performance of the two different

service discovery procedures in first step. We define two sets classified accord-

ing to the two different service discovery procedure, SYSTEM1 and SYSTEM2.

Each of the sets has the three different proposed D2D systems with different

D2D session establishment method among the six different D2D systems. For

this performance comparison, we compare performance of two D2D systems

with same one of the three D2D session establishment methods, each system
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of which belongs to one of the sets, SYSTEM1 and SYSTEM2. By comparing

performance of the two D2D systems, we can propose the threshold for compar-

ison of the service discovery methods in aspects of the total resource overhead

and D2D device power consumption according to every service type and char-

acteristics. By using the threshold, we can select which one of the sets achieves

better performance than the other set and select the set so that we compare

performance of the proposed D2D systems with the different method of service

discovery procedure at every service type and characteristic.

After selecting one of the sets composed of the three different proposed

D2D systems according to the three different D2D session establishment meth-

ods, we compare performance of the remained three D2D systems in second

step by analyzing and comparing performance of the three different D2D ses-

sion establishment methods. We can know which one of the three D2D systems

performs better than the others through we compare performance of the three

different D2D session establishment methods in aspects of total resource over-

head, loading amount of a base station, D2D device power consumption.

In point of view with resource overhead and loading amount for a base

station, we identify that the dedicated resource assignment method for set-

ting up D2D link shows better efficiency of utilizing resource than the other

methods at every service type and characteristic. And we observe that the cen-

tralized method for setting up D2D link is always more power efficient than the

other methods at every service type and characteristic. And we can calculate a

threshold related with probing energy of D2D peer for performance comparison

of the method C and method D in terms of D2D device power consumption

at every service type and characteristic. It gives reference point which one of

the methods is more power efficient than the others according to the value of a

defined energy for probing dedicated resource for setting up D2D link through
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a direct path of D2D device. By using these results, we can select one of the

D2D systems having a D2D session establishment method showing the best

performance among the three proposed D2D session setting up methods in one

of the two D2D system set, classified according to the different service discov-

ery methods, which is previously selected by considering the service discovery

threshold in each of the aspects for performance analysis, according to service

type and characteristic.

Using these references, we can select one of the designed six D2D systems

according to each of the performance aspects for comparison of the D2D sys-

tems : resource overhead , loading amount of a base station, D2D device power

consumption.

When selecting one of the six D2D systems in aspect of resource overhead,

making effective use of total resources in activating the D2D system, one of the

two service discovery methods is selected by considering the service discovery

threshold in aspect of total resource overhead, which is used for reference to

select one of the service discovery methods or one of the two D2D system sets,

SYSTEM1 and SYSTEM2, classified according to the different service discovery

method, and the dedicated resource assignment method for setting up D2D

link is chosen so that one of the six D2D systems can be selected. The selected

system would achieves the best performance among the other D2D systems in

case that performance comparison of the D2D systems is based on the aspect

of total resource overhead.

We can select one of the D2D systems with having one of the two service

discovery methods, the discovery of service piggybacked on beacon for peer

discovery, and having one of the three D2D session establishment methods, the

dedicated resource assignment method for setting up D2D link in case that

performance comparison of the D2D systems is based on aspect of loading
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amount in an eNB, making effective use of resources for exchanging messages

with an eNB in activating the D2D system. The selected system would shows

the best performance among the other D2D systems in the aspect of loading

amount in a base station.

In case that performance comparison of the D2D systems is based on aspect

of D2D device power consumption for activating the D2D system, we can select

one of the D2D systems that has one of the methods for the service discovery,

selected by considering the service discovery threshold in aspect of D2D device

power consumption, and has the centralized method for D2D link establishment.

The system would show the best performance among the other D2D systems

in the aspect of D2D device power consumption. If performance comparison is

required to between two D2D systems having the method D and the method

T of D2D link establishment with same one of the service discovery methods

in aspect of D2D power consumption, we can use the threshold for comparison

of session establishment for D2D communication between method T and D in

aspect of D2D device power consumption and know which one of the suggested

D2D systems is more power efficient than the other.

For further works, we can also analyze performance of the D2D systems

with using complicated perspectives by considering the different performance

factors at the same time by weighting each of the factors and combining to-

gether.
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초록

기지국의 도움을 받는 단말 간 직접 통신 시스템은 크게 기기 탐색, 단말

간 직접 통신을 위한 단말 간 링크 형성, 단말 간 직접 통신 단계로 나눌 수

있다. 이 중 기존 기기 탐색 기법은 서비스 탐색을 추가로 고려한 다양한 시스

템 및 프로토콜이 아직 제안되어 있지 않고 이에 대한 성능 분석 및 비교 또한

연구되어 있지 않다. 또한 단말 간 링크를 형성하는 기법도 한 가지 시스템

외에 프로토콜에 기반한 다양한 시스템이 아직 제안되어 있지 않고 이에 대한

성능 분석 및 비교 또한 연구되어 있지 않다. 본 연구는 단말 간 직접 통신으로

사용될 서비스 유형에 따라 기존에 제시되지 않은 다양한 시스템을 구체적인

프로토콜을 기반으로 제시하고 각 시스템의 성능 분석 및 평가를 수행한다. 구

체적으로 기기 탐색에 서비스 탐색을 추가하여 프로토콜 설계를 기반으로 한

세분화된 시스템들을 제시하고 단말 간 링크를 형성하는 방법에도 프로토콜

설계를 기반으로 하여 기존에 제시되지 않은 시스템들을 제안한다. 이를 통해

기지국의 도움을 받는 단말 간 직접 통신 시스템의 통합적인 시스템의 유형을

구분한다. 또한 제안하는 세 가지 관점에 따라 각 시스템들의 성능 분석 및

비교를 위한 새로운 수학적인 모델을 제시한다. 이를 이용하여 단말 간 직접

통신의방법으로사용될서비스의특징에따라기존의방법을포함하여새롭게

제안된단말간직접통신시스템들중특정시스템의성능우위를각관점별로

비교하여 제시한다.

주요어: 단말 간 직접 통신, 서비스 탐색, 링크 형성 기법, 성능 분석

학번: 2011-20797
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면아쉽기도한만큼정말감사한것같습니다.연구실생활에본이되어주고언

제나든든한기둥이되어주신동현이형형의졸업진심으로축하드리고새로운

자리에서도여기서보였던모습들만큼잘인도하시리라생각합니다.개인적으

로 마음이 가장 잘 통하고 얘기하는 것이 즐거웠던 형주형, 연구실을 졸업하면

다른 사람들도 그렇지만 형이 많이 보고 싶을 것 같습니다. 형의 남다른 깊은

생각과 선하신 성품이 사람들에게 즐거움을 줍니다. 많이 챙겨주셔서 정말 감

사드리고 그 성품 변치 않으시길 바랍니다. 저와 연구실의 행정 뿐만 아니라
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도 제가 도울 수 있는 부분이 있으면 말씀 부탁드립니다. 힘들때에도 언제나

무겁지 않게 연구실의 분위기를 환기해주시는 두희형, 형이 있어서 어려울 때

에도 연구실 생활에 다들 내심 힘을 얻을 수 있지 않나 생각합니다. 오랜시간

함께 하며 서로 싸우기도, 즐거운 일도, 깊은 얘기도 많이 한 좋은 친구 준수,

돌아보면 그동안 언제나 함께 했는데 이제 떨어지는 듯 하여 많이 아쉽지만

다시 또 함께 할 수 있으리라 생각한다. 언제나 고맙고 지금처럼 무엇보다 책

임감을 갖고 일하는 모습 변치 말고 혹시 힘든 일 있을 때 혼자 부담갖기 말고

많이 얘기하고 그랬으면 좋겠다. 대학원 들어올 때부터 언제나 제 옆에 있었던

준호형, 제가 봤던 사람들 중에는 그래도 형만큼 착한 사람이 드물었다고 생

각해요. 가끔 잘 삐지기는 하지만 그것마저도 매력있는 형, 성품만큼 앞으로의

형의 길 진심으로 잘 되었으면 좋겠습니다. 학부 졸업 프로젝트부터 친해졌던

동혁이, 대학원에 들어오면서 서로의 모습이 많이 달라서 힘들 때도 있었지만

너가 그래도 나를 이해해주려고 한 것 같아 고마웠고 졸업하고 연구 직장에
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가서도좋은일이많기를바란다.기독교동아리후배진엽이,지난 1년간너가

어떤 마음일지 공감이 많이 되서 정도 많이 들고 생각도 많이 나고 그런 것 같

은데그만큼정작많은시간을함께하지는못한것같아내심미안하고아쉬운

것 같다. 정이 많은 만큼 개인적으로도 더 자주 봤으면 좋겠고 무엇보다 좋은

여자친구도 잘 만날 수 있기를 바랄게. 연구실의 든든한 후배 준영이, 나이에

맞지 않는 넓은 마음과 든든함을 가지고 있어서 그런지 연구실의 공공의 적이

되어 덕분에 연구실 생활에 유쾌함을 많이 준 것 같다. 그런 좋은 마음 변치

말고, 내심 정이 많이 들고 도움도 많이 받았는데 정작 별로 해준 건 없는 것

같아 미안하고 아쉽다. 진엽이랑 같이 만나서 앞으로도 많이 얘기했으면 하고,

넌 잘하리라 믿지만 선익이형 잘 도와서 과제 진행하길 바랄게. 이름 헷갈려서

미안했던 귀염둥이 우현이, 그리고 유쾌함을 가지고 있는 든든한 승민이, 일찍

부터연구실와서형들도와주는마음이착한너희들에게참고맙다.그런착한

마음과 긍정적인 마음 언제나 변치 않기를 바랄게. 그리고 언제나 연구실의 큰

도움을 주시는 여규랑 누나께도 감사한 마음을 전합니다. 언제나 내게 말로는

다 못할 큰 힘과 사랑을 준 아름이, 깊이 사랑을 주고 싶고 또한 큰 사랑을

받을 수 있는 너가 있어서 나의 연구실 생활에 언제나 큰 힘이 되었고 의지가

되었던 것 같구나. 사랑하고 언제나 고마워. 지금처럼 서로 모습 아끼고 사랑

하며 서로의 길을 지지하는 관계되기를 또한 기도할게. 마지막으로 항상 저를

지지해주시는 가족분들에게 감사의 말씀을 전합니 다. 항상 다정다감하시고

든든하신 저의 쉴말한 물가가 되어주시는 아버지, 아버지가 있어서 지금의 제

가 있습니다. 아버지는 저의 자랑입니다. 언제나 기도해주시고 힘을 주시는

어머니, 어머니의 따뜻한 마음과 깊은 사랑 언제나 감사드립니다. 또 언제나

응원해주고 힘이 되어주는 누나, 누나한테 이번에 좋 은 일이 있어서 너무 기

쁘고언제나고민도들어주고도움도많이주고정말고마워.저희가족각각이

제가족인것이하나님안에서참감사합니다.언제나지금처럼하나님안에서

화목하고 기쁨이 넘치는 가정이 되고 좋은 향기와 섬김을 보이는 가정이 되길

기도합니다.
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그리고 이 모든 것 위에 제 삶을 인도하시고 말씀해주시는 하나님 아버지

께 무엇보다 감사드립니다.
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